
Reflections on Goldenrod…

At the footsteps of my home and small distances from my yard a profusion of weeds grow
with elasticity and energy that quietly demands our attention. My entrance into the dialogue
with these plants began long ago, as I cannot remember a time when I was not aware of my
unspoken relationship to plants. I can remember my questions as a child, as I weeded and
planted gardens with multi-generational family members, throwing healthy plants to the side to
create spaces for our own vegetables and herbs to grow—learning to see weeds as something
expendable and missing an essential dialogue in the process. My children asked questions about
our irreverent attitude towards weeds, indignantly creating their own “rescue” gardens in which
they re-planted the weeds I discarded. My garden, a dye garden begun seventeen years ago,
reflects a dialogue I have been unconsciously participating in until quite recently. The plants
that survive the extreme and changeable nature of our current climate have dug hardy roots.
They return every year and when they do not, new weeds fill their place. I have learned to
see the transitions, and consistencies as a conversation and gift as, I sense, the plants
themselves are speaking. They speak to more than survival. They speak of flourishing, of
energy, of life and healing. They are the quiet companions of our thoughts and often I miss
their language. Sometimes it takes years to translate my observations to knowledge, insight
and inspiration. Often, it appears that there is magic at work when the plants at my doorstep
are recommended antidotes for the ailments friends, family and I myself carry. I wonder if
this is perhaps no accident. I feel the affirmation of something I have sensed since childhood,
that we are spiritually connected to the living, breathing world of plants and that this world is
as much a part of our own body as we are a part of the earth. We are carried in some
way by the spirit of the Earth.



How do plants speak to us?
How does the plant's gesture, its color, form and situation in the landscape, speak to the
potential of its healing remedies?
How can the information gleaned from these explorations inform the shape and direction of
our textiles designs and essence create the possibility for healing gestures in the clothing we
wear and the textiles we live with?

Many of the plants we chose to explore in our dye pots have histories as medicinal plants. Many of
these plants are also often considered “weeds”. A weed being a plant that comes to your garden,
field, neighborhood without invitation, or intentional planting. In some cases the plants we call
weeds do in fact have a tendency to choke out the plants we wish to tend in our sacred gardened
spaces. Over the past few years I have seen Goldenrod gathering more and more attention in the
world of herbal healing and natural dyeing, and perhaps with very good reason, as this plant carries
a very special place in our season of fall. I have often heard this vibrant wildflower categorized as a
weed--especially in more urban and suburban settings. Goldenrod has an undeniable energetic
presence in our local landscapes. It carries resilience in its adaptations, and perseverance in wild
fields and less fertile and even compromised spaces. It carries the many colors of sunlight and, on
our dyed textiles, brings a vibrancy which is dependably, striking. In the fall as meadow grasses turn
tawny shades of earthen tones, Goldenrod seems to stand like a beacon, a harbinger of light, and a
last echo to the beauty, and the heat of our summery seasons as we begin to transition into the
wintry months ahead.

Returning goldenrod in March…

Goldenrod is in the Aster family (Asteraceae) and characteristic of this family it carries branches
which sustain a multitude of individual blooms--a community of ray and disc blooms in miniature.
Goldenrod holds many names, and carries a rich and varied history as a healing plant, on an



energetic level through flower essences, and herbally as an antibacterial and astringent amongst
other properties. According to botanists and herbalists there are over a hundred different types of
goldenrod plants worldwide and in North America some seventy different species. Within the
European history and classification system, its scientific genus name, Solidago, comes from the
Latin root, meaning “to make whole or to bring together” and, in associated European healing
traditions, it was one of many plants commonly known as “woundwort” which was used to heal
physical wounds. Historically, it was purported to bring healthy healing to open wounds and has also
been used as a tea and tonic to treat sluggish digestion, to cleanse the kidneys and treat urinary
problems. It has also been used to treat hay fever and colds, to build immunity and revitalize energy
levels. Literature and references abound for those interested in exploring its vast capacities and
uses within many traditions.

Late summer Goldenrod

“ Goldenrod---to bring individuation and clarity in one’s spiritual identity, especially when overly
influenced by peer group or other cultural norms.”
From Patricia Kaminski, Flowers that Heal

“It has long been recognized that Solidago is a kidney medicine. The Goldenrod problem begins
with a lack of endurance, a lack of strength to persevere through difficulty, an inability to process
what is necessary to get to the end.”



From Mathew Wood, The Book of Herbal Wisdom

Drying budding Goldenrod early in the season for storage and future use as tea, tincture and natural dye stuff

Goldenrod is often confused with Ragweed (Ambrosia spp)—another vibrant, tight blossomed plant
but one with the almost universal capacity to stimulate mild to extreme allergic responses when in
bloom. Distinguishing one from the other is an important step towards appreciation and
understanding. Goldenrod relies on insects for pollination as its flower buds and pollen are sticky,
whilst Ragweed on the other hand depends on winds for pollination. This means that Ragweed’s
pollen is airborne and troublesome at the height of bloom. Ragweed’s blooms may resemble early
green hued Goldenrod buds, but they never develop the bright golden hues which are characteristic
of the Goldenrod.



Solar and lunar soaking Goldenrod in a favorite copper dye pot before applying heat

Goldenrod is a generous dye plant, imparting its color on fibers with very little effort on the part of the
dyer. A few dried blooms or leafy, budding stalks in a sunny jar of water can bring an instantaneous
bright yellow glow to the vessel. With a little invitation the color releases easily, especially in late
summer harvests, and is absorbed by protein based fibers readily with a simple alum potassium
mordant. Truly most recipes give dramatic results though proportions and times of harvest, as well
as the ecology of the place in which the plant was harvested, all affect the exact hue and tone
attained on textiles. Depending on the environmental factors involved, each species could, in theory,
develop its own biology and its own release of color and substances in the dye pot and in essence
its own medicine according to the individual and to the multitude of factors from harvest season to
location and rainfall in a particular year. As with so many plants, we can experience and celebrate
the multiplicity of pigment release as a unique process, informed by harvest time and place, dye
vessel, heat sources and water. Just as no two plants are alike, we can recognize that aspects of the
release of substances such as plant pigment, and that the intake of the constituents (imparting
colors and healing aspects) can be, at times, generally predictable, and yet, thankfully not something
within our control. Our invitation as dyers is to cultivate the capacity to sense and respond to these
nuances.



Given the complexity of its medicinal and aspects, and its generosity of spirit in releasing golden
color in our late summer and fall landscapes, I can’t help feeling it carries something of the spirit of a
well wishing friend. Inviting us all to celebrate the shift from summer into winter, to feel our
individuality, to carry ourselves brightly and to find ways to weave wholeness into our fibers and
personhood as we transition from summer into fall and winter. What does Goldenrod speak to you?
How does it feel to wear the yellow tones of Goldenrod?

October Goldenrod dye pot notes and reflections

We used three species of goldenrod, Solidago canadensis, Solidago rugosa, Solidago juncea,
gathered in wilder spaces and in our home garden for our dye pot. Despite our late harvest,
ample amounts of blooming Goldenrod stalks were available to fill our dye pot. We are
fortunate to have so many species of goldenrod growing regionally as it creates an extended
blooming and potential harvest time--from August right through to the middle of October.



October blooming Goldenrod running wild in suburban parks and fields. Silver Spring, MD

The plants gathered came from areas which we knew well, either from frequent walks near
abundant wild spaces, or from neighbors willing to share a harvest and from our own garden
cultivation. Each variety of Goldenrod can bring its own palette and the time of harvest as an
effect on the hue as well. Harvesting Goldenrod later in the season tends to bring warmer,
muted shades of gold and even green-gold if more leaf matter is included in your dye pot. In
contrast, harvesting Goldenrod before it’s full bloom, in late August to mid-September, will give
sharper yellow-greens to shades of striking gold.



Fireworks Goldenrod, Solidago rugosa. City garden plantings abound--notice the pattern of blooming from the tips first then the
base of the stalk.

We worked with small skeins of breed specific wool from local farms. To attain different hues we
allowed for the first skeins to take the strongest color, then added subsequent skeins which took
up the pigment in lighter variations of golden to lemon yellow. We also worked with iron as a
color modifier in a post dye soak. Our proportions for the first skein to enter our dye pot was
about 3-4 times the weight of freshly harvested goldenrod to fiber. In general, a ratio of equal
weight dye stuff to equal weight of fibers will release a strong, vibrant hues and with our
generous start our subsequent skeins had plenty of pigment to draw from.



Here below are a few rough guidelines for working with a basic Goldenrod dye.

Fill a large non-reactive pot (stainless steel is generally best) with cool water. It is a good idea
to add enough water so that your fibers can move about freely unless you wish to play with
contact printing to create a range of colors on your fibers.

Cut the Goldenrod blooms and stalks into small pieces and allow to soak for an hour or so in
your dye pot. Gently bring your pot up to “below a low simmer” and hold the temperature there
for about 40 minutes then bring the heat up to a gentle simmer for 10-15 minutes. Much color is
released in the first 30 minutes and the extra time and heat at the end helps to draw a rich color
without compromising the integrity of the plant. Too much time and too much heat may muddy
your dye bath when working with specific plants--especially fresh blooms. In contrast, nut hulls,
bark, roots and berries can benefit from longer soaks and heating times. Goldenrod is a strong
plant and responds well to a little extra heat at the end of your cooking time to really draw out



the constituents. There is much room for experimenting with longer soaks and multiple heatings
to pull all the complexities of pigment into your dye pot.

.
After heating, strain your plant material from the liquid and carefully add pre-soaked, scoured
and mordanted fiber. If you have any concern about “shocking”, felting or overheating your
fibers, you can allow the strained dye pot to cool slightly before adding your fibers. Heat the pot
to below a simmer (or to a temperature appropriate to the fibers you are working with) and hold
it for about 40 minutes to an hour. You can let your senses be a guide to this timing. Watch for
the color take-up, observe how the color of the dye liquid changes over time and make your own
decisions as to how long you wish to hold the heat in your pot. In the end, experience is always
our best guide and learning to respond to the particularities of each plant and each dye
extraction, is part of the joy. The smell of the goldenrod can also be an indicator of how robust
and active it will be in your fibers.

After heating, and reaching a color which feels right to you (remember fibers will dry a few
shades lighter than they appear in the pot), let your fibers cool in the pot overnight. Rinse and
dry, or you may try allowing the fibers to cure a week or more before rinsing the fibers.

Compost your plant matter and dye exhaust.

We experimented with adding skeins in succession to create a variety of hues. Adding an iron
post mordant can shift the color towards green.

Goldenrod dyed local wool yarns; green from a post mordant iron bath.



Goldenrod dyed wool felt; green from an iron post-mordant bath.

Goldenrod dyed raw silk; green from a post mordant iron bath.



Goldenrod on natural gray fiber can also produce lovely greens.

Consider introducing Goldenrod into your own garden space especially if you have interest in
encouraging a wilder and naturalized space. Be aware though that Goldenrod spreads itself
through rhizome and seed and can move about in your garden--it will use all the space it can
find and yet can also be tended and encouraged to be in balance with your other plants.
Fireworks Goldenrod is known to be less fast spreading. Goldenrod encourages pollinators and
brings drama to your yard in the later summer and early fall season.

Community invitation…

Have you been working with Goldenrod this season? We invite you to share your thoughts and
photos on Facebook@Chesapeake Fibershed Local Color Community or tag us on
instagram@Chesapeake Fibershed.



Looking for more resources on dyeing with Goldenrod take a look at the recipes from
these books listed on the Chesapeake Fibershed Natural Dye and Upcycling pages on
our webpage:

Harvesting Color; How to Find Plants and Make Natural Dyes, Rebecca Burgess
Wild Color; the Complete Guide to Making and Using Natural Dyes, Jenny Dean
Indigo, Madder and Marigold, Trudy Van Stralen
Make, Thrift, Mend, Katrina Rodabaugh




